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1. Answer any six questions from the following                 (6 × 5 = 30) 

                                     : 

(a) Mention different sources of financial information in India. 

                        উৎস উ        ।  

(b) Discuss any two technical chart patterns used for equity analysis. 

                                                                            ।  

(c)         Explain the concept of Security Market Line. 

               স  উ               -এ                    । 

(d)          Discuss the E-I-C model of fundamental analysis. 

                   -  - স                   ।  

(e)         Write a short note on depository system in Indian stock market. 

                                      স    এ   স            । 

(f)          Mention different types of fixed income securities. 

                        স           উ        ।  

(g)         Differentiate between futures and forward contracts. 



Futures এ   Forward                       । 

(h)        Write a short note on investors’ protection in India. 

                       স     স     এ   স            । 

 

 

 

2. Answer any three questions from the following              (3 × 10 = 30) 

                                       : 

(a) Mr. Abc has invested 60% of his money in share X and the remaining amount in share Y. 
The particulars of share X and Y are as follows: 

 

 Share X Share Y 

Expected Return (%) 25 30 

Standard Deviation (%) 20 22 

Correlation between 

returns 

0.6 

i) Calculate the expected return and risk of his portfolio. 

ii) What would be the risk if the correlation coefficient is (-)0.6 ? 

              ।  

 

(b) Define options contract. With the help of diagrams explain the pay-off structures of call 
options. 

অ   স      স         ।           স         -অ   স এ     -                    ।  

(c)  Explain the functions and powers of SEBI in the context of the capital market in India. 

                     স    স  -                            । 

(d)  Explain the functions of different participants in the securities markets in India. 



        স                    অ                                   । 

(e)  What do you mean by YTM of a bond? 

  -এ  YTM               ? 

 

Consider a Rs. 1000 par value bond, carrying a coupon rate of 12%, maturing after 10 

years is currently selling for Rs. 950. Calculate the current yield of the bond. 

              ।  
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1. Answer any six questions             6 x 5 = 30  

                            

 
(a) Mention the deficiencies of earlier indirect tax system which lead to the 

implementation of Goods and Service Tax in India.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                              

                               (   .    .    )                 I                                         (5) 

                                                

(b) Mr. Aloke, the first stage supplier of Kolkata, supplied goods to Mr. Barun of 

Asansol and value was charged for this supply Rs. 1, 00,000. Mr. Barun supplied the 

said goods to Mr. Jadav of Patna after value addition of Rs. 20,000. Jadav supplied 

the goods to Amit, the final consumer, of Patna at Rs. 1,44,000. The rates of CGST, 

SGST and IGST are 9%, 9% and 18% respectively. Determine the input tax credit 

available to the suppliers.                                                                             (5)    

                                                                                                   

                                   (               )                                                                                                             

 

(c) According to section 7 of the CGST Act, 2017, supply must have some consideration. 

Mention some exceptions to this rule.  

 

CGST Act, 2017    7              ,                      

                                    I                                  I                           (5)   

       

(d) Explain in brief the state compensation mechanism due to the loss of revenue arising 

on account of implementation of the GST. 

 

GST                                                           

                                                     I                                                                (5) 

 



(e) Describe the facilities provided by GSTN in India.        

 

                  GSTN                                    I    (5) 

  

(f) Examine whether the followings are treated as supply as per section 7 of the CGST  

Act,  2017: 

(i) Gifts by employer to employee,  

(ii) Perquisites by employer to employee, and  

(iii) Supply of goods between principal and agent                                              (5) 

                                 

(               )  

                                                                               
(g) Write a short note on classification of goods and services.  

                                                                       I                         (5) 

 

(h) Explain in brief the basic concept of Customs Law. What do you mean by territorial 

waters of India?   

 

                                               ,                    

                                   ?                                                                                              (5) 

 

2.  Answer any three questions     3 x 10 = 30  

                                   

 

(a) “The liability to pay tax on goods shall arise at the time of supply”, In this 

connection explain in details the statutory provisions of section 12 of the 

CGST Act, 2017.   
 

           "                                          "        CGST Act,  2017  

                  12                                 I                                              (10)                                            
                                                                                     
 

(b) Describe the Rule 43 of CGST Rules 2017 relating to the determination and 

apportionment of input tax credit in respect of capital goods. 

    

      CGST Act, 2017        43                                         

                                                     I                                          (10) 
 

 



(c) State the valuation rules of goods or services according to the CGST Rules 2017 in the 

following cases:  

(i) Value of supply of goods or services under rule 27, where the consideration is not 

wholly in money. 

(ii) Value of supply of goods or services or both under rule 28, between distinct or related 

persons, other than through an agent 

                                          (               )                                                           (10)                                                                                                                                                     
 

(d)   Describe the eligibility and conditions for taking input tax credit under section 16 of the 

CGST Act 2017.  

 

2017  CGST       16                                                         

           I                                                                                                   (10)  

 
 

(e) From the following details pertaining to Animesh, a registered dealer engaged in 

purchase and sale of goods, ascertain the GST liability (SGST/CGST/IGST) for the 

month of September 2020:  

Sale price charged to customers within State (excluding GST) Rs.25, 00,000. 

Commission charged to buyers Rs. 24,000. Packing and forwarding expenses incidental 

to sale Rs. 36,000.Weighment charges, shown separately in invoices Rs.19, 000. Prompt 

payment discount, indicated in invoice 1%, if payment made within 1 month. All buyers 

of goods have availed the discount. The rates of taxes for the goods supplied are CGST 

9%, SGST 9%, and IGST 18%.  

                                                  (               )                                                       (10) 
 


